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Electronic music maker

The top ten reviews are supported by their audience. When you buy via links on our website, we can earn an affiliate commission. Learn more Glim/Getty Images Music makes everything better. You may have a fantastic photo montage that you've created in Windows Movie Maker, but adding some music,
or maybe some fun sound effects will really make it come to life. All music, audio files, or narration files are called an audio file. Under the Capture Video link, select Import audio or music. Locate the folder that contains the audio file. Select the audio file you want to import. After the audio file is imported,
you will notice the different type of icon in the Collections window. Drag the audio icon to the storyboard. Note the message box that indicates that audio clips can only be added to the Timeline view. In this message box, click OK. Audio files have their own location on the timeline to keep them separate
from photos or video clips. This makes it easier to manipulate one of the files. Drag the audio file to the left to align with the starting point of the first image. This starts the music when the first image is displayed. The timeline indicates how much time each item takes during the entire movie. Note that this
audio file takes up a much larger space on the timeline than the images. Scroll over the timeline window to see the end of the audio clip. In this example, the music ends in about 4:23 minutes, which is much longer than we need. Hover your mouse over the end of the music clip until it becomes a twoheaded arrow. Drag the end of the music clip to the left to line up with the last image. In this case, we need to drag the end of the music clip several times to reach the beginning of the film because of its size. It's easier to do this if you zoom in on the timeline so there's not so much drag. The zoom tools are
located in the lower-left corner of the screen, to the left of Storyboard/Timeline. Now the music clip is lined up with the photos from start to finish. You can choose to start the music at any time in the movie. The music clip does not need to be placed at the beginning. Save the movie and you're ready! Thank
you for telling us! Tell us why! CUPER2, MAY 14, 2014 —Apple® announced today that it has agreed to buy the critically acclaimed subscription streaming music service Beats Music and Beats Electronics, which makes the popular Beats headphones, speakers and audio software. As part of the
acquisition, Beats co-founders Jimmy Iovine and Dr. Dre will join Apple. Apple is buying the two companies for a total of $3 billion, comprising a purchase price of about $2.6 billion and about $400 million that will be spent over time. Music is such an important part of our whole lives and has a special place
in our hearts at Apple, said Tim Cook, Apple's CEO. That is why we have continued to invest in music and bring together these teams so that we can continue to create the most innovative music products and services in the world. I've always known in my heart that Beats belonged to Apple, says Jimmy
Iovine. The idea when we started the company was inspired by Apple's unprecedented ability to marry culture and technology. Apple's deep commitment to music fans, artists, songwriters and the music industry is something special. Iovine has been at the forefront of innovation in the music industry for
decades, and he has been an instrumental partner for Apple and iTunes® for more than a decade. He has produced or collaborated with some of the most successful artists in the history of iTunes Stores® helping to make it the world's foremost music retailer. Iovine and Dr. Dre are sound pioneers, artists
and entrepreneurs. Beats Electronics has brought the energy, emotion and excitement of playback in the recording studio back to the listening experience and has introduced a whole new generation to premium audio entertainment. Beats Music was developed by a team of people who have each spent
their entire careers in music giving music fans an incredibly curated listening experience. Music is such an important part of Apple's DNA and always will be, said Eddy Cue, Apple's senior vice president of Internet software and services. The addition of Beats will make our music selection even better, from
free streaming with iTunes Radio to a world-class subscription service in Beats, and of course buying music from the iTunes Store as customers have loved to do for years. In just five years since its launch, Beats b has become the perfect brand in the music and sports worlds, and is the market leader in
the premium headphone market. Music superstars such as Lady Gaga, Lil Wayne and Nicki Minaj have designed their own custom Beats headphones and speakers. Fashion designers and street artists such as Alexander Wang, Futura and Snarkitecture have collaborated on special limited products,
while renowned athletes such as LeBron James, Serena Williams and Neymar use Beats as a critical part of their training and game day process. Beats has quickly become part of pop culture in the United States, and with the acquisition, the Beats product range will be offered in many more countries

through the Apple Online Store, Apple's stores and select Apple Authorized Resellers. Subject to regulatory approvals, Apple expects the transaction to close in Accounting Q4. Formally established in 2008 as brainchild of legendary artist and producer Dr. Dre and chairman of Interscope Geffen
A&amp;amp; M Records Jimmy Iovine, Beats Electronics (Beats) consists beats of Dr. Dre's family of premium consumer headphones, earphones and speakers as well as patented Beats Audio software technology and streaming music subscription service Beats Music. Through these offers, Beats has
effectively brought the energy, emotions and excitement of playback in the recording studio to the listening experience and introduced a whole new generation to the possibilities of premium audio entertainment. Beats Music is a subscription streaming music service that focuses on providing a personalized
music experience for each user through a unique blend of digital innovation and musical passion. Programmed by a trusted team of respected music experts with over 300 years of experience across all genres, Beats Music delivers the right music for any situation, at any time and any preference, tailored
to your tastes. The result is an artist-friendly digital music service that does more than just offer access to music, but one that establishes an emotional connection to it too. Apple designs Mac, the best personal computers in the world, along with OS X, iLife, iWork and professional software. Apple is
leading the digital music revolution with the iPods and iTunes online store. Apple has reinvented its mobile phone with its revolutionary iPhone and App Store, defining the future of mobile media and computing devices with iPad. I was impressed by Magix's Music Maker 16 digital audio workstation. It's a
relatively simple application compared to, say, Digidesign's Pro Tools or PreSonus's Studio One, and lacks real sound editing, but it's far more powerful than I expected for $50 - supporting both pro-level ASIO audio drivers and VST virtual instruments. Music Maker is nothing if not easy to use. Tracks for
recording audio, MIDI, or location of video objects extend over the top of the main window. Various palettes are located beneath it, including soundbar (pre-recorded loops that you can combine to produce music right away). There's also a synth stand, an FX pool and a nice on-screen keyboard to enter
notes. Robota, a drum sequencer/module, is included in the download demo. Just about everything in Music Maker is drag and drop. You drag audio loops and midi patterns on tracks, drag FX on audio objects to implement them, etc. You can even drop video object into the track layout and preview it in
the lower-right corner of the application. More serious musicians, including those who can actually play an instrument, will be pleased that Music Maker also allows you to record audio and MIDI, and MIDI steps/drum/list editor is first class. Alas, they will not be so pleased with the lack of a wave editor:
There is no way to edit audio clips other than to use FX or change the length of the track window. The $100 Premium version of Music Maker includes an external wave editor, but this basic version doesn't. The playback was quite tight, and the overall sound coming from my EMU 0404 sound card was
excellent. If you're just getting started, you can do a lot worse than Magix Music Maker. You will face a far steeper learning curve with the aforementioned programs or a product like Cakewalk's Sonar or Steinberg's Cubase. But the lack of real sound editing is deal-killer for several hands-on types.--Jon L.
Jacobi When you buy something after links in our articles, we can earn a small commission. Read our Partner Link Link Policy for more information. Details.
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